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Prom Night By Amy L Best
In As Long as We Both Shall Love, Karen M. Dunak provides a nuanced history of the American wedding and its celebrants. Blending an
analysis of film, fiction, advertising, and prescriptive literature with personal views from letters, diaries, essays, and oral histories, Dunak
demonstrates the ways in which the modern wedding epitomizes a diverse and consumerist culture and aims to reveal an ongoing debate
about the power of peer culture, media, and the marketplace in America. Instructor's Guide
Culture has become a touchstone of interdisciplinary conversation. For readers interested in sociology, the social sciences and the
humanities, this book maps major classical and contemporary analyses and cultural controversies in relation to social processes, everyday
life, and axes of ordering and difference - such as race, class and gender. Hall, Neitz, and Battani discuss: self and identity stratification the
Other the cultural histories of modernity and postmodernity production of culture the problem of the audience action, social movements, and
change. The authors advocate cultivating the sociological imagination by engaging myriad languages and perspectives of the social sciences
and humanities, while cultivating cultural studies by developing the sociological imagination. Paying little respect to boundaries, and
incorporating fascinating examples, this book draws on diverse intellectual perspectives and a variety of topics from various historical periods
and regions of the world.
Higher education is an unlikely venue for showcasing ideals of femininity, yet campus beauty pageants have increased in popularity in a
cultural marketplace conjoining personal empowerment with beauty and style. Karen Tice examines the desires and racial and political
agendas that propel students onto collegiate catwalks.
In the context of two hundred years of American colonial control in the Pacific, Katherine Irwin and Karen Umemoto shed light on the
experiences of today’s inner city and rural girls and boys in Hawai‘i who face racism, sexism, poverty, and political neglect. Basing their
book on nine years of ethnographic research, the authors highlight how legacies of injustice endure, prompting teens to fight for dignity and
the chance to thrive in America, a nation that the youth describe as inherently “jacked up”—rigged—and “unjust.” While the story begins with
the youth battling multiple contingencies, it ends on a hopeful note with many of the teens overcoming numerous hardships, often with the
guidance of steadfast, caring adults.
Addresses continuities and innovations within the ethnographic canon. This title uses Hammersley's (1991) book "What's Wrong with
Ethnography" to open and situate the debate, and engages with contemporary debates and arguments on both sides of the Atlantic.
Best shows us that, while the prom is often trivialized, most kids take the prom seriously. The prom is a space where kids work through their
understanding of authority, social class, gender norms, and multicultural schooling. Proms are more than just pictures and puffed
sleeves--they are a mythic part of youth culture and, for better or worse, will always be a night to remember.
This groundbreaking collection offers a complicated portrait of girls in the 21st Century. These are the riot grrls and the Spice Girls, the good
girls and the bad girls who are creating their own "girl" culture and giving a whole new meaning to "grrl" power. Featuring provocative essays
from leaders in the field like Michelle Fine, Angela McRobbie, Valerie Walkerdine, Nancy Lesko, Niobe Way and Deborah Tolman, this work
brings to life the ever-changing identities of today's young women. The contributors cover all aspects of girlhood from around the world and
strike upon such key areas as schooling, sexuality, popular culture and identity. This is new scholarship at its best.
Prom NightYouth, Schools and Popular CultureRoutledge
From youth culture to adolescent sexuality to the consumer purchasing power of children en masse, studies are flourishing. Yet doing
research on this unquestionably more vulnerable-whether five or fifteen-population also poses a unique set of challenges and dilemmas for
researchers. In Representing Youth, Amy Best has assembled an important group of essays that address these concerns head on, providing
scholars with thoughtful and often practical answers to their many methodological concerns. These original essays range from how to
conduct research on youth in ways that can be empowering for them, to issues of writing and representation, to respecting boundaries and to
dealing with issues of risk and responsibility to those interviewed.Contributors include: Amy L. Best, Sari Knopp Biklen, Elizabeth Chin, Susan
Driver, Marc Flacks, Kathryn Gold Hadley, Madeline Leonard, C.J. Pascoe, Rebecca Raby, Alyssa Richman, Jessica Taft, Michael Ungar,
Yvonne Vissing, and Stephani Etheridge Woodson.
Joel Spring’s American Education introduces readers to the historical, political, social, and legal foundations of education and to the
profession of teaching in the United States. In his signature straightforward and concise approach to describing complex issues, Spring
illuminates events and topics and that are often overlooked or whitewashed, giving students the opportunity to engage in critical thinking
about education. In this edition he looks closely at the global context of education in the U.S. Featuring current information and challenging
perspectives—with scholarship that is often cited as a primary source, students will come away from this clear, authoritative text informed on
the latest topics, issues, and data and with a strong knowledge of the forces shaping of the American educational system. Changes in the
17th Edition include new and updated material and statistics on economic theories related to "skills" education and employability the conflict
between a skills approach and cultural diversity political differences regarding education among the Republican, Democratic, Libertarian and
Green parties social mobility and equality of opportunity as related to schooling global migration and student diversity in US schools charter
schools and home schooling
Featuring more than 200 entries, this work is an authoritative source for educators, researchers and students seeking an understanding of
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) youth. This work examines policy, practice and research concerning youth who are often the
victims of bullying and harassment.
"Engaging and insightful. O'Brien provides rich descriptions of the cultural work these teenagers do in their efforts to be both good Muslims
and fully American."--Mark Chaves, author of American Religion.n.
Curricula in U.S. public schools are often the focus of heated debate, and few subjects spark more controversy than sex education. While
conservatives argue that sexual abstinence should be the only message, liberals counter that an approach that provides comprehensive
instruction and helps young people avoid sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy is necessary. Caught in the middle are the students
and teachers whose everyday experiences of sex education are seldom as clear-cut as either side of the debate suggests.Risky Lessons
brings readers inside three North Carolina middle schools to show how students and teachers support and subvert the official curriculum
through their questions, choices, viewpoints, and reactions. Most important, the book highlights how sex education's formal and informal
lessons reflect and reinforce gender, race, and class inequalities.Ultimately critical of both conservative and liberal approaches, Fields argues
for curricula that promote social and sexual justice. Sex education's aim need not be limited to reducing the risk of adolescent pregnancies,
disease, and sexual activity. Rather, its lessons should help young people to recognize and contend with sexual desires, power, and
inequalities.
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In Freaks, Geeks, and Cool Kids: Teenagers in an Era of Consumerism, Standardized Tests, and Social Media, Second Edition, awardwinning sociologist Murray Milner tries to understand why teenagers behave the way they do. The first edition drew upon two years of
intensive fieldwork in one high school and 300 written interviews about high schools across the country, where he argued that consumer
culture greatly impacts the way our youth relate to one another and understand themselves and society. Milner now expands on that concept
with a new year of fieldwork fifteen years after he began. He has uncovered in teens a move away from consumerism and towards the
cultural capital of information in a time of social media and standardized tests. What people said about the first edition: Milner has done more
than perhaps any other American sociologist to remind us that ‘status’ remains a primary mode of stratification, one that is dependent upon
cultural, material power. Freaks, Geeks and Cool Kids is exemplary sociological research and theory; it is wise, witty, and often touching as
well. --Jeffrey C. Alexander, author of The Dark Side of Modernity, Professor of Sociology, Yale University A rare book! Social science at its
best, yet full of messages for parents, educators, and anybody who cares about the next generation. ---Amitai Etzioni, author of My Brother’s
Keeper: A Memoir and a Message, University Professor, The George Washington University, and Past-President of the American
Sociological Association Milner explains why high school cliques have so much power and can inflict so much pain. Anyone who cares about
adolescents—parents, teachers, principals, and teenagers themselves—should definitely read this book. I couldn’t stop reading it, and can’t
wait to discuss it with my students. It is sociological analysis at its best! --Caroline Hodges Persell, co-author of Preparing for Power:
America’s Elite Boarding Schools, and Professor of Sociology, New York University. Pre-publication responses to the revised edition: This is
the best book ever written on American schools and teenagers. With thorough research across many kinds of schools, Milner spells out a
general theory that explains why high school kids create their own caste system. --Randall Collins, author of Violence: A Micro-sociological
Theory, Professor of Sociology, University of Pennsylvania, and Past-President of the American Sociological Association Milner's work takes
teenagers seriously as social actors. Rather than hand-wringing about "what's wrong with kids today," Freaks, Geeks, and Cool Kids offers
discerning, theoretical analysis that reveals the broader social processes that animate contemporary teen culture. With the second edition,
Milner brings his keen insight to understanding the new status pressures faced by teens growing up in an era of ubiquitous social media and
high stakes testing. --Markella Rutherford, Associate Professor of Sociology, Wellesley College, author of Adult Supervision Required: Private
Freedom and Public Constraints for Parents and Children. Freaks, Geeks and Cool Kids is as fresh and informative today as it was when it
was first published. Murray Milner’s incisive analysis of American teen culture and practices remains an indispensable reference point for
anyone seeking to take the study of status, hierarchy and exchange in contemporary life forward into new directions. --Daniel Thomas Cook,
author of The Commodification of Childhood, Professor of Childhood Studies Department of Childhood Studies Rutgers University-Camden
One of the rare academic books that is both theoretically rich and easily readable for both academics and students, this detailed study of high
school culture shows that for youth who have little individual economic or political power, cultural tastes and experiences become the basis
for status distinctions." --Paul Kooistra, Furman University, author of Criminals as Heroes: Structure, Power, and Identity Through up-close
observations of the day to day lives of high school students, Milner deftly demonstrates how complex and persistent systems of status
buttress a culture of consumerism, both consistent with and at odds with the broader society. The book joins a distinguished set of
sociological studies of teenage culture, while being accessible to a broader readership. --Dr. David Bills, College of Liberal Arts & Sciences,
University of Iowa, Past-editor of Sociology of Education. Freaks, Geeks, and Cool Kids provides a rare glimpse into the world of high school
students. Understanding their behaviors as resulting from a near-constant pursuit of status, Milner not only explains teens’ obsession with
peer relations and being "cool," he also describes their role in the development and maintenance of consumer capitalism. Methodologically
rigorous and theoretically elegant, Freaks, Geeks, and Cool Kids is a modern sociological masterpiece. --Professor James Hawdon,
Professor and Director, Center for Peace Studies and Violence Prevention, Virginia Tech, co-author of The Causes and Consequences of
Group Violence: From Bullies to Terrorists. Freaks, Geeks, and Cool Kids is an insightful analysis into the lives of American teenagers and
why they behave the way they do. Murray Milner uses engaging narratives to skillfully bring into focus how teenagers, with no real economic
or political power, carefully cultivate status systems to maintain their position amongst peers, in school, and consumer capitalism. It should be
required reading for anyone who wants to understand youth culture in the 21st century. --Bhavani Arabandi, Assistant Professor of Sociology,
Ithaca College
In this timely and insightful book, award-winning sociologist Murray Milner tries to understand why teenagers behave the way they do.
Drawing upon two years of intensive fieldwork in one high school and 300 written interviews about high schools across the country, he argues
that consumer culture has greatly impacted the way our youth relate to one another and understand themselves and society. He also
suggests that the status systems in high schools are in and of themselves an important contributing factor to the creation and maintenance of
consumer capitalism explaining the importance of designer jeans and designer drugs in an effort to be the coolest kid in the class.
Since the Stonewall Riots in 1969, the politics of sexual identity in America have drastically transformed. It’s almost old news that recent
generations of Americans have grown up in a culture more accepting of out lesbians and gay men, seen the proliferation of LGBTQ media
representation, and witnessed the attainment of a range of legal rights for same-sex couples. But the changes wrought by a so-called “postcloseted culture” have not just affected the queer community—heterosexuals are also in the midst of a sea change in how their sexuality plays
out in everyday life. In Straights, James Joseph Dean argues that heterosexuals can neither assume the invisibility of gays and lesbians, nor
count on the assumption that their own heterosexuality will go unchallenged. The presumption that we are all heterosexual, or that there is
such a thing as ‘compulsory heterosexuality,’ he claims, has vanished. Based on 60 in-depth interviews with a diverse group of straight men
and women, Straights explores how straight Americans make sense of their sexual and gendered selves in this new landscape, particularly
with an understanding of how race does and does not play a role in these conceptions. Dean provides a historical understanding of
heterosexuality and how it was first established, then moves on to examine the changing nature of masculinity and femininity and, most
importantly, the emergence of a new kind of heterosexuality—notably, for men, the metrosexual, and for women, the emergence of a more
fluid sexuality. The book also documents the way heterosexuals interact and form relationships with their LGBTQ family members, friends,
acquaintances, and coworkers. Although homophobia persists among straight individuals, Dean shows that being gay-friendly or against
homophobic expressions is also increasingly common among straight Americans. A fascinating study, Straights provides an in-depth look at
the changing nature of sexual expression in America. Instructors: PowerPoint slides for each chapter are available by clicking on the files
below. Introduction Chapter 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 5 Chapter 6
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Drawing on interviews with over 100 young men and women, and five years of research, the author explores the fast-paced world of kids and
their cars. She reveals a world where cars have incredible significance for kids, as a means of transportation and thereby freedom to come
and go, as status symbols and as a means to express their identities.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
The notion of “happily ever after” has been ingrained in many of us since childhood—meet someone, date, have the big white wedding, and
enjoy your well-deserved future. But why do we buy into this idea? Is love really all we need? Author Laurie Essig invites us to flip this
concept of romance on its head and see it for what it really is—an ideology that we desperately cling to as a way to cope with the fact that we
believe we cannot control or affect the societal, economic, and political structures around us. From climate change to nuclear war, white
nationalism to the worship of wealth and conspicuous consumption—as the future becomes seemingly less secure, Americans turn away from
the public sphere and find shelter in the private. Essig argues that when we do this, we allow romance to blind us to the real work that needs
to be done—building global movements that inspire a change in government policies to address economic and social inequality.
Over four thousand gay and lesbian couples married in the city of San Francisco in 2004. The first large-scale occurrence of legal same-sex
marriage, these unions galvanized a movement and reignited the debate about whether same-sex marriage, as some hope, challenges
heterosexual privilege or, as others fear, preserves that privilege by assimilating queer couples. In Queering Marriage, Katrina Kimport uses
in-depth interviews with participants in the San Francisco weddings to argue that same-sex marriage cannot be understood as simply
entrenching or contesting heterosexual privilege. Instead, she contends, these new legally sanctioned relationships can both reinforce as well
as disrupt the association of marriage and heterosexuality. During her deeply personal conversations with same-sex spouses, Kimport
learned that the majority of respondents did characterize their marriages as an opportunity to contest heterosexual privilege. Yet, in a
seeming contradiction, nearly as many also cited their desire for access to the normative benefits of matrimony, including social recognition
and legal rights. Kimport’s research revealed that the pattern of ascribing meaning to marriage varied by parenthood status and, in turn, by
gender. Lesbian parents were more likely to embrace normative meanings for their unions; those who are not parents were more likely to
define their relationships as attempts to contest dominant understandings of marriage. By posing the question—can queers “queer”
marriage?—Kimport provides a nuanced, accessible, and theoretically grounded framework for understanding the powerful effect of
heterosexual expectations on both sexual and social categories.
The Handbook of Cultural Sociology provides a comprehensive overview of contemporary scholarship in sociology and related disciplines
focused on the complex relations of culture to social structures and everyday life. With sixty-five essays written by scholars from around the
world, the book draws diverse approaches to cultural sociology into a dialogue that charts new pathways for research on culture in a global
era. Contributing scholars address vital concerns that relate to classic questions as well as emergent issues in the study of culture. Topics
include cultural and social theory, politics and the state, social stratification, community, aesthetics, lifestyle, and identity. In addition, the
authors explore developments central to the constitution and reproduction of culture, such as power, technology, and the organization of
work. This book is essential reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students interested in diverse subfields within Sociology, as well as
Cultural Studies, Media and Communication, and Postcolonial Theory.
Explores the feminization, sexualization, and racialization of dance in America since the 1960s.
"Many parents work more hours outside of the home and their lives are crowded with more obligations than ever before; many children spend
their evenings and weekends trying out for all-star teams, traveling to regional and national tournaments, and eating dinner in the car while
being shuttled between activities. In this vivid ethnography, based on almost 200 interviews with parents, children, coaches and teachers,
Hilary Levey probes the increase in children's participation in activities outside of the home, structured and monitored by their parents, when
family time is so scarce. As the parental "second shift" continues to grow, alongside it a second shift for children has emerged--especially
among the middle- and upper-middle classes--which is suffused with competition rather than mere participation. What motivates these
particular parents to get their children involved in competitive activities? Parents' primary concern is their children's access to high quality
educational credentials--the biggest bottleneck standing in the way of, or facilitating entry into, membership in the upper-middle class.
Competitive activities, like sports and the arts, are seen as the essential proving ground that will clear their children's paths to the Ivy League
or other similar institutions by helping them to develop a competitive habitus. This belief, motivated both by reality and by perception, and
shaped by gender and class, affects how parents envision their children's futures; it also shapes the structure of children's daily lives, what
the children themselves think about their lives, and the competitive landscapes of the activities themselves"-In recent years, questions such as “what are kids eating?” and “who’s feeding our kids?” have sparked a torrent of public and policy
debates as we increasingly focus our attention on the issue of childhood obesity. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates
that while 1 in 3 American children are either overweight or obese, that number is higher for children living in concentrated poverty. Enduring
inequalities in communities, schools, and homes affect young people’s access to different types of food, with real consequences in life
choices and health outcomes. Fast-Food Kids sheds light on the social contexts in which kids eat, and the broader backdrop of social change
in American life, demonstrating why attention to food’s social meaning is important to effective public health policy, particularly actions that
focus on behavioral change and school food reforms. Through in-depth interviews and observation with high school and college students,
Amy L. Best provides rich narratives of the everyday life of youth, highlighting young people’s voices and perspectives and the places where
they eat. The book provides a thorough account of the role that food plays in the lives of today’s youth, teasing out the many contradictions
of food as a cultural object—fast food portrayed as a necessity for the poor and yet, reviled by upper-middle class parents; fast food
restaurants as one of the few spaces that kids can claim and effectively ‘take over’ for several hours each day; food corporations spending
millions each year to market their food to kids and to lobby Congress against regulations; schools struggling to deliver healthy food young
people will actually eat, and the difficulty of arranging family dinners, which are known to promote family cohesion and stability. A
conceptually-driven, ethnographic account of youth and the places where they eat, Fast-Food Kids examines the complex relationship
between youth identity and food consumption, offering answers to those straightforward questions that require crucial and comprehensive
solutions.
Beautifully bound and designed to last a lifetime, a reproduction of a sixteenth-century Bible, originally produced by fellow English Puritans in
the Protestant city of Geneva, will be cherished by Bible collectors and anyone interested in the history of the English Bible.
The cabinet dictionary of the English language: etymological, explanatory, and pronouncing. Founded on the labours of the most
distinguished lexicographers. With an appendix. Illustrated by seven hundred and fifty engravings on wood.
The idea that science is a blueprint for research, and imagination gives research its life and purpose inspired this comprehensive explanation
of research methodology. The authors' decades of experience have revealed that research is a craft requiring judgment and creativity, not
simply memorization and application of the rules of science. Whether one is conducting an intimate one-on-one interview or a large-scale
examination of an entire society, human imagination and scientific principles of inquiry go hand in hand. To that end, this book emphasizes
scientific method, but also acknowledges its critics. It covers a wide variety of data-collection techniques, but presents them as reinforcing
rather than competing with one another, thus striking a balance between qualitative and quantitative methods. It is designed for students and
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instructors who want a comprehensive treatment of a variety of research techniques with special emphasis on qualitative approaches.

In Educating the Consumer-Citizen: A History of the Marriage of Schools, Advertising, and Media, Joel Spring charts the rise of
consumerism as the dominant American ideology of the 21st century. He documents and analyzes how, from the early 19th
century through the present, the combined endeavors of schools, advertising, and media have led to the creation of a consumerist
ideology and ensured its central place in American life and global culture. Spring first defines consumerist ideology and consumercitizen and explores their 19th-century origins in schools, children's literature, the commercialization of American cities,
advertising, newspapers, and the development of department stores. He then traces the rise of consumerist ideology in the 20th
century by looking closely at: the impact of the home economics profession on the education of women as consumers and the
development of an American cuisine based on packaged and processed foods; the influence of advertising images of sports
heroes, cowboys, and the clean-shaven businessman in shaping male identity; the outcomes of the growth of the high school as a
mass institution on the development of teenage consumer markets; the consequences of commercial radio and television joining
with the schools to educate a consumer-oriented population so that, by the 1950s, consumerist images were tied to the Cold War
and presented as the "American way of life" in both media and schools; the effects of the civil rights movement on integrating
previously excluded groups into the consumer society; the changes the women's movement demanded in textbooks, school
curricula, media, and advertising that led to a new image of women in the consumer market; and the ascent of fast food education.
Spring carries the story into the 21st century by examining the evolving marriage of schools, advertising, and media and its
ongoing role in educating the consumer-citizen and creating an integrated consumer market. This book will be of wide interest to
scholars, professionals, and students across foundations of education, history and sociology of education, educational policy,
mass communications, American history, and cultural studies. It is highly appropriate as a text for courses in these areas.
Winner of the 2009 Ruth Benedict Prize for Outstanding Monograph from the Society of Lesbian and Gay Anthropologists Winner
of the 2010 Distinguished Book Award from the American Sociological Association, Sociology of Sexualities Section Winner of the
2010 Congress Inaugural Qualitative Inquiry Book Award Honorable Mention From Wal-Mart drag parties to renegade
Homemaker’s Clubs, Out in the Country offers an unprecedented contemporary account of the lives of today’s rural queer youth.
Mary L. Gray maps out the experiences of young people living in small towns across rural Kentucky and along its desolate
Appalachian borders, providing a fascinating and often surprising look at the contours of gay life beyond the big city. Gray
illustrates that, against a backdrop of an increasingly impoverished and privatized rural America, LGBT youth and their allies
visibly—and often vibrantly—work the boundaries of the public spaces available to them, whether in their high schools, public
libraries, town hall meetings, churches, or through websites. This important book shows that, in addition to the spaces of Main
Street, rural LGBT youth explore and carve out online spaces to fashion their emerging queer identities. Their triumphs and
travails defy clear distinctions often drawn between online and offline experiences of identity, fundamentally redefining our
understanding of the term ‘queer visibility’ and its political stakes. Gray combines ethnographic insight with incisive cultural
critique, engaging with some of the biggest issues facing both queer studies and media scholarship. Out in the Country is a timely
and groundbreaking study of sexuality and gender, new media, youth culture, and the meaning of identity and social movements in
a digital age.
Same-sex couples in both states seek to marry for a variety of interacting, overlapping, and evolving reasons that do not vary
significantly by location.
Without a big budget, special effects team, or professional actors and crew members, Herschell Gordon Lewis created films that
he himself admits were trash. Yet, while Gordon's softcore porn (The Adventures of Lucky Pierre) and heavy-duty gore (The
Gruesome Twosome) were never blockbuster films, they were popular drive-in fare in the sixties and seventies. They have had a
strong influence over more recent productions, and they have created for Lewis his own special niche in the world of exploitation
and horror film. The history of Lewis the man and the filmmaker is a surprising one. Behind titles like Blood Feast and The GoreGore Girls is a warm and friendly gentleman whose road to his own brand of film glory was paved with disappointments, surprising
successes, and lots and lots of fake blood. His career is examined in detail, with personal anecdotes and insights into making
really gross movies on really small budgets. A filmography is included, and photographs, many of them rare, complement the text.
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